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It started out such as a cute tale regarding a baby butterfly who wouldn't ... This was the
strangest book. I really appreciated the fact that the book’s message is one of hope, that kids
with autism can thrive and belong as part of the community. It converted into this odd lesson on
autistic people and became extremely (unnecessarily) complete for a children's book. The pages
became full of text, instead of the start of the tale where it was typical children's book language
and lesser sentences. Instead of referring to traits, such as for example stimming, within the
storyline, it outlined them out and gave definitions. It did not movement at all at this stage in
the publication. So odd. It went back. Heartfelt, well illustrated and a lovely book! This story isn't
only extremely well written but provides detail and emotion reaching young children while
educating the older readers as well. It started out just like a cute story concerning a baby
butterfly who wouldn't come out of his cocoon. Excellent book both story and the illustrations
Excellent book both the story and the illustrations.Although it is a child’s book every relative
including parents and grandparents of the kid with autism should read.In case you have a kid
with autism you should get this book not only for the kid to understand autism but for yourself.
Great starter to the ASD world. Explains autism within an easy-to-understand way This is a well-
written, beautifully illustrated book that takes a difficult-to-explain topic and makes it simple
for children to understand. This book is amazing!. The delicate method it handles the topic of
Autism, etc is very impressive. Highly recommended! The Butterfly’s Journey This was
something special for someone else. It's hard to explain to others about ASD and how each
person differs within the spectrum. That is a great begin for parents and children that deal with
ASD and those that are NeuroTypical (NT). Five Stars Very touching. Such a beautifully written
book which makes a sensitive topic such as . I'll recommend it for my elementary school's
library. such an awesome explanation of ASD This is essential read for those who have any
connection with children with autism.this awesome explanation of ASD... Many thanks Heather
Laubinger Porazzo (and Jack) for bringing to light a kid’s perspective. The writer has taken a
lovely strategy and the illustrations are fantastic. This is a beautiful book dealing with ASD This
is a beautiful book coping with ASD. I have read many books on the subject,and this publication
is one of the better to use with children. I absolutely love it.. Such a beautifully written book that
makes a delicate topic such as for example autism possible for adults and children to
comprehend. The illustrations are fun and vibrant, and everyone could reap the benefits of
reading this book. I recommend anyone that has or deals with autistic children read ... I bought
this to provide to my pal who has one child with autism and two without to allow them to realize
why their brother can be a little different than they are. I would recommend anyone that has or
handles autistic children read it to them..
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